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Definitions and notation

Let M be a binary matroi d defined on the finite set E(M) and p a function assigning integer values to the elements of E(M)
function nz defined by ,21(e) = min{l(X): X = {e) or X = C -e for some circuit C with e E C} the metric induced by I. This is indeed a metric. 9 is a family of metrics if for every binary matroid M, A(M) is i; it ol' metrics defined on E(M). For example, we shall consider the family An of metrics having values in a subset A of iZ+; thus A,(M) is the set of metrics m : E(M)-*A.
The following proposition is easy to prove via linear programming (Farkas' Lemma). We shall actually use only the trivial 'only if' part of this statement. For graphs this is the so-called Japanese Thlporem, see Iri [i] and Onaga and Kakushz> [5] . (In fact, it is easy to see that this statement holds for arbitrary, not necessarily binary matroids.)
Let A be a family of metrics, and iet (M, /7) be a flow problem. Consider the condition m -p 2 0 for all m E A(M).
(1) A binary matroid M for which this conditiorl (1) be a flow problem which satisfies (1); then (M, 2 -p) is Eulerian and satisfies (1) too; hence there exits an integer solution Qi of (M, 2 -p) and consequently I@ forms a solution of (M, p).) Seymour's 'z-flowing' ('x-cycling') corresponds to 'flowing (cycling) with respect to A~(,.,,' or 'with respect to cut metrics' (see Section 2) in our terminology.
Note that the nontrivial direction oi Proposition 1.1 asserts that every binary matroid is flowing with respect to Ag+.
We shall denote by Z(M) the set of cycles (that is disjoint unions of circuits) of the matroid M and by (e* the set of cocycles. The symbols '\' and '/' will stand for deletion and contraction respectively. For a definition of these and others terms of matroid theory see for example Welsh 191. Tote main problem wc are interested in. is to characterize matroids cycling with respect to the family of ail metrics; these matroids are also called 'routing'. Such a characterization would be an elegant extension of Seymour's basic theorems about integer flows in Eulerian matroids (that is, about matroids cycling with respect to cut metrics, see Section 2).
This problem *:ems to be difficult though. Seymour's method does not extend, because the sum operations fail to work in the usua! way. However, a particular way of using them permits to extend Seymour's class nf x-cycling matroids, allowing a characterization of routingness among matroids without certain minors, namely AG(2,3), & and M(I-i,) (see Section 2 and Sebii [7] ). Unfortunately these three excluded minors are routing.
The main result of the present paper is that cyclingness with respect to a naturally arising special family of metrics can be completely characterized. It turns out that the above mentioned AG(2,3), & and M(H,) are not cycling with respect to these special metrics; the 'particular use' of sum operations remains possible, generating now all the matroids we want.
An additional technical difficulty here, which may require some patience from the reader too, is that checking the property for the 'bricks' of the decomposition becomes a nontrivial, sometimes complicated task.
The characterization of classes of binary matroids flowing or cycling with respect to certain families of metrics ir; terms of excluded minors is possible because of the following. We omit the proof since it is easy and contains no new element compared to the analogous statements (3.4) and (3.5) of Seymour [8] . In this connexion 'closed under minor taking' means that the restriction of the metric to the elements of a minor defines a metric on that minor which also belongs to the family A. Thus, if we want to generalize the cut-condition, we have to go 'beyond' AI,,.,, . Taking into account the previous proposition, Seymour's well-known characterization can be stated as follows. M(&) is the polygon matroid of the complete graph on 5 vertices; F, is the Fcpno matroid (the projective p!dne of dimension two over GF(2)) and R,,,, a matroid with ten elemen+-.a, is well known by the leading role it plays in Seymour's decomposition theorem of regular matroids. Binary representations of the latter two matrot& can be found in Seymour [8] .
.A next natura1 question is to investigate the class of binary matroids flowing or cycling with respect to A{,,_, .21. Here too, it will turn out that we can actually restrict o~;selves to a special subfamily of such metrics (although it is not in general true that A~o.,.ll( M) is a subset of the cone of the special metrics, unlike Seymour's A (o.l #W G cone(A,cC-, (M))). if we consider metrics of the form (Ly ifeED1-DZ.
where cr. #3, y are nonnegative numbers and D,, D2 are arbitrary cocycles, then elementary ca!cularions show that these metrics are nonnegative linear combinations of the vectors xn,, xe and xL)lAt* (A denotes the symmetric difference).
and we do not get anything new. The situation changes if we proceed to the case of three cocycles: Let DIi Dz ani D3 be three cocycles of M and let AiC.C-3) (M) be the set ol' al; fun&tins III : E(M)--, Z, defined in the following way:
It is easy to see that these functions are in fact metrics. ?'ne following 'generalized cl,t-condition' wiil turn out to be equivalent to the restriction of (1) A (C.C.3b is a quite natural matroid theoretical analogon for Ah,ptl_3). Obviously Lp(z.3) E A(<Y.~) for a given graph G; choose the cocycles II,, D2 and D, of (2) as follows (bX denotes the set of edges of E with one end in X c V, the other one in V-X):
Corollary 2.4. KS is cycling with respect to Ahip(?.3j; 44 ( _K5) is cychg with respect to AN-C-,,.
Remember that M(K,) is not cyling with respect to A(,-,,. In Seb6 [7] it is proved that all the six non-isomorphic 2-sums of the three matroids F,, M( K,) and R,,, listed in Theorem 2.2 are minimal noncycling with respect to A,.-, . (We define the l-sum k, G3 Mz and the 2-sum M, @ Mz of binary matroids in the usual way, see Seymour [S] ). These six matroids are called bi-rzorlflowitlg and denoted by B;.j, where i and j are the indices of the two members of the 2-sum (for example B_ , 57 is M(K,) @ F7). Then it is shown in Sebii [7] that a matroid without AG(2,3), & and M(H,) minors is cycling with respect to the family of all metrics (shortly: routing) if and only if it does not contain any hi-nonflowing minors. While the class of routing matroids is much bigger than the class exhibited by this result, Theorem 2.5 below presents a complete characterization of cyclingness with respect to AtC-C-31. We are now ready to state our main result. Hh shown in Fig. 1 is Papernov's graph (Papernov [6] ). Binary representations of the eight-element matroids _AG(2,3) (the affine geometry of dimension three over GF (2)) and SY a=-given in Seymour [8] .
The proof gives a somewhat sharper statement for graphs.
Corollary 2.6. For a graph G the following arc equivalent: (i) C is cycling with respect to Ahip( 7 3,;
.-.
(ii) C is flowing with respect to A!il.i.z); (iii) G has no H6 or B5.5 minor. (Here of course BSe5 denotes the grzpL zather than the graphic matroid.)
Proof of Theorem 2.5
The implication (i)+ (ii) is trivial. (Remember that AtCC3) is a subset of A,,L,.Zi 1. To prove that (ii) implies (iii), we have to show that all the seven matroids listed in (iii) are not flowing with respect to A,,,.,.,,. Before doing this we formulate a well-known observation, which will be useful more than once in the sequel. Choose PM for every matroid as in Seymour [S] in the proof of its nonflowingness. for all four matroids M. We thus may assume that there exists an element e E E(M) with m(e) = 0; denoting by LB the restriction of the function f to E(M) -e, m, is a metric on M/e, and the inequality m -p 3 0 to be proved is equivalent to m, -pC 2 0. This is trivial if M/e is flowing with respect to AtCC,; p was chosen so that it satisfies the cut-condition (implying that the cut-condition is also satisfied in Thus the only thing remaining to be proved is m,, . p(, 3 0 for ml, E A, I, 2j. This follows easily for all needed cases in the same way as in the beginning of the proof of 'm .p 20 for m E At1,2j'. (Since m is a metric, an element g which is parallel to f with m,(f) = 2, must also have mC(g) = 2: and this is the only place we use that m is a metric). Cl
The result stating the nonflowingness with respect to Alon,n2r of the bi-nonflowing matroids is postponed to Proposition 3.4. Proposition 3.3. F, is cycling with respect to Ac,,Jl,.
Proof. Let p : E( F,)+ Z be Eulerian and suppose that (CC3) is satisfied. We have to show that (F,, p) has an integer solution. Every proper minor of F, is cycling even with respect to Aft-c-, (see Theorem 2.2). Hence we assume for the rest of the proof that p(e) # 0 for all e E E(F,).
In accordance with the terminology in Seymour [8] we shall call a binary matroid M F-cycling with respect to A (where A is some family of metrics), if F s E(M) and the validity of (1) Let I FI = 4 and F = {e, , e,, e,, e,j be not a cocircuit. Then it is easy to check that there are circuits (and at the same time cocircuits) C, = [e,, e7, e3, es}, Cz = (e,, e3, e+ e,} and C3 = (e,, e3, e.,, e,} such that (F,, p) ( 
with F(p) = F) has an integer solution if and only if p(C,) 2 0, p(C,) 3 0 and p(C,) 2 0, that is if and only if (CC) holds. Thus F7 is again F-cycling with respect to A,,c,.
This is also true if IFI =3 and F is not a cocircuit. Say {e,, e,, e,}, {e,, e3, e,}, {e,, ehV e,}, {e?, e3, e,}, {P?, e5, e,}, {e3, e4, e,} and {e,, e,, e,} are the circuits of cardinality three of F, and F = {e, , e7, e,}. Suppose that the cut-condition (CC) holds for (6, p) (F(p) = F) and define We have to show that the cut-condition is satisfied for (F7, p'). (Then the result tallows by induction on I p(e,)l, because {e, , e6, e,} 1s a circuit and a flow of value 1 through it together with an integer fiow for (F,, p') results in an integer flow for (F7, p) ). Assume not. Then necessarily p'(D,) < 0 or p'( D,) < 0, where DI = {ez. el, eh, e,> and Dz = {e3, e5, eh, e,l. D, and D7 are cocircuits, hence p(D,) E (0, l} or p(D,) E (0. l}. This togetner with p({e,, P?, e3, e,}) 2 0 implies that p(e,) = 0 for at least three elements e, of one of D, or D2, which is a contradiction.
Finally let F be a three element circuit, say F = (e,, e,, e,}. Define p' as above and 
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The functions y' and p" are Eulerian. AS in the preceding case we are done by induction on Ip( if at least one of (F7, p'), (I$, p") has an integer solution. Assume not. Then by the induction hypothesis there are metrics m', m" E A CCc31(FJ such that m'p' < 0 and m"p" < 0. : m', m" E A,,,,(F,) .
Claim
For an arbitrary cocircuit L) let mD = xf' + 2 * xEmD. It is easy to see that To simplify matters let Ei = E(Mi) and E = F(p;). Choose J E Ei such that pd.fWO and pdfiF0.
Roughly speaking, we shall proceed as follows: First, by blowing up 'cayacit; elements with an appropriate factor Cui > 1, we guarantee the exi:itence of a fractional flow; second. we again prevent M, from having a flow by muiti~~l, ..b p,(j',) with a factor p less than but not too far from one; third we multiply 'capacities' and 'demands' in M2 by some factor y in order to have equal flows 'through' f, and f2. It does not cause problems that the functions cl and q2 are possibly fractional; they can be made integral at every stage of the proof by multiplying them with an adequate factor.
Let pf be the function obtained from pi by multiplying 'capacities' with pi_ The values ai are chosen such that min{m -p,f: m E Atl.,,(Mi)} = rnr m pf = 0, where mt7 is the metric with value 2 on 6 and value 1 on Ei -I$ Thus, by (4), cui > 1 andp<l.
Assume ai 3 2 and let m E A (0. II be the everywhere one metric; then m,? -pJ 2 2 * m -pi 2 0, a contradiction. 
Claim 1 yields q,(e) 2pl(e)
for all e E El -F,. Hence m -q1 30 for all fn E 40.1.2,Wl) -Al,.,,(M,). Now to get the values of So, S, , Sr respectively, consider the everywhere zero metric, the metric rn: and the metric having value 1 on El -(4 Ufi) and value 2 on 4 Ufi. if e E 6 -fi, if e E Ez -f2. It was shown in Seymour [g] that taking the l-sum or 2-sum of matroids cycling with respect to AtCc-, results in a matroid cycling with respect to A(,.,.,; it is also trivia1 to verify that A ((-c3,-cyclingness is preserved under taking the l-sum of binary matroids. The example of B5.5 shows that the same is not true for 2-sums.
However, for our purposes the following 'skew' decomposition lemma, which seems to be a characteristic feature of metrics more genera1 than cut-metrics (see Sebo [7] ). turns out to be sufficient. This can now be shown by an easy calculation applying the above rules. In particular we get
from where the result follows by an application of rule (5). Thus Claim 3 is proved. As M, (respectively Mr) was assumed to be cycling with respect to Afv(.3) (respectivebj Afvc,), the above claims guarantee the existence of integer flows @; in (M,, yi) (i E { 1, 2)). @; consists of a hst of "y-k c LI s of %,,,(M;). Suppose without loss of generality that 4 B 0 (to treat the case 4 < 0, simply interchange the roles of M, and k&) and that precisely the first k, cycles of each list contain the element 6 It follows from the definition of a flow that k, d y = k7. After deleting the tirst kz -k, cycles from the second list &, the union of the two lists contains exactly k, cycles of %(M,) and k, cycles of Z(K) passing through the element J Build k, pairs (C, , C,) (Ci E %(M,)) of the cycles passing through f and replace each pair by C, LI C?. It is easy to see that the list of cycles obtained in this way represents an integer flow of (M, p). Cl by Ahip(~_~)-In particular equation (6) holds. To convience ourselves that the right-hand side of (6) is nonnegative, we observe that if a metric m, E Ahip(, 3,(G,) is defined by three cocycles D,, D?, Dz E %'"(G,) (just as in (3)), then the cocycles D',', D','. 0': of Z*(G) (G = G, ea G?) represent a metric nz E A,;,,z.$G).
•I
The followin 0 result is proved in Sebii [7] . To continue with the proof of Theorem 2.5 we assume that M does net have any of the minors listened in (iii). M is isomorphic to the l-sum of its connected components, and by Proposition 3.5 every connected component N of M may be obtained by 2-sums from matroids N,, N?, . . . , Nk(,,,), which are either cycling with respect to do-,., or copies of F, and M(K,). N does not have a minor Blsi (i, i E (5, 7)). and hence, by Proposition 3.9, at most one of the terms N, is isomorphic to F, or M(K,). Thus by Corol!ary 2.4 and Proposition 3.3 and 3.7, N is cycling with respect to +~-11, and so is M. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.5. q Proof of Corollary 2.6. ii) 3 (ii) is trivial. (ii) * (iii) follows from Propositicils 3.2 and 3.4. (iii)+(ij follows from Corollaries 2.4, 3.6 and 3.8 arli from the (graph-theoretica! version of) Proposition 3.9. 0
